Bulgarian Rose Oil
National Identity and
World Quality

General Background
As a result of the favorable climatic conditions and other
natural factors, Bulgaria has been for more than 350 years
and still is, a classical land of the rose oil production and
the home of the beautiful Valley of the Roses. All rose
gardens and processing factories are located in this Valley.
According to the official statistics, there are about 3,700 ha
rose gardens in 2016.

Map of Bulgaria with essential oils producing
areas

Bulgarian rose
The Rosa damascena Mill. plant was brought to
Bulgaria in the early 17th century. It was planted
in a special geographical region, the valley
between the Balkan Mountain and Sredna Gora
Mountain in the Central Bulgaria, later known as
the Valley of the Roses. It is a unique region,
where nature and the climatic conditions are most
suitable for cultivation of roses and a wide range
of
essential
oil
yielding
plants.
The main geographic and climatic factors which
determine the excellent development of the oilbearing rose are the following:
• the mild winter with average annual
temperature 10,6 °C;
• the high humidity in May and June - the rose
picking season;
• the light sandy cinnamon forest soils that do
not retain water.
The nature of rose oil production is such that the
proximity of processing facilities to the raw
material source is one of the crucial factors for
cost-effective
production.

Rose distillation
The yield of a new rose garden increases every
next year and stabilizes around its sixth year.
About 3500 – 4000 kg of rose petals are
needed to obtain 1 kg of Bulgarian rose oil.
The best climatic conditions are mild weather
with temperatures in the daytime around
24-26 °C and around 18-20 °C at night.

Bulgarian rose oil

What really determines the quality of the
Bulgarian Rose oil is:
- Fresh flower material (roses)
- Proper distillery equipment
- Strict quality control
- Bulgarian know-how of Rose oil
production
- Quality of water used for the distillation
process.

At present, modern equipment and
technologies are used for the cultivation
of the various sorts of crops and for the
production of essential oils out of them,
and at the same time the Bulgarian
traditions are preserved.

The first Bulgarian rose oil
chemical laboratory

Bulgarian rose oil appeared for the first time on European markets at the
end of 17th century and it was used by the developing perfumery industry.
Doncho Papasov from Kazanluk founded the first Bulgarian Rose-Trading
Company for production and export of rose oil in 1820. Kuncho Chipkov
founded the second rose-trading company in 1840 and in 1863/1864 Petko
Orozov and Christo Christov the next. They organized rose oil production
and export to Paris, Vienna, London, Odessa, Moscow etc.

At the end of the 19th century (1876-1892) and early 20th century
(1900-1907) Bulgarian merchants and producers participated at
numerous international exhibitions in Philippopolis (in Ottoman
empire), Paris, Amsterdam, Milano, London, Philadelphia, Saint Louis,
etc. They were awarded a series of prizes and medals for Bulgarian rose
oil starting as early as 1873 in Vienna.

Protected Geographical Indication

In 2014 Bulgarian rose oil was
registered in the European
union as Protected
Geographical Indication. That
is an indisputable recognition
for the quality and the
uniqueness of the product.
The application was
submitted by eight Bulgarian
rose oil producers.

The aim:
• Keeping the traditions of Bulgarian
rose oil production alive.
• To give am economical advantage
to all producer of authentic
Bulgarian rose oil and all
downstream users.
• Legal protection of Bulgarian rose
oil against the counterfeit
products;

Cosmetic products with
PGI Bulgarian rose oil

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!

